ANAGRAM “BALTIC SEA COUNTRIES”

Solve the anagram and find out which countries have boarders with the Baltic Sea.

- Hail Aunt I
- Pan Old
- Gray Men
- Sari US
- Mark End
- Lava It
- Sea Into
- Land Fin
- Send We
ANAGRAM “BALTIC SEA COUNTRIES” ANSWERS

Hail Aunt I (Lithuania)
Pan Old (Poland)
Gray Men (Germany)
Sari US (Russia)
Mark End (Denmark)
Lava It (Latvia)
Sea Into (Estonia)
Land Fin (Finland)
Send We (Sweden)
1. Find and cross-out the most important seaports in the Baltic Sea

2. Specify the country they are in.

http://www.wordsearchmaker.net/wordsearchplayer.aspx?puzzleid=2b397ba5-d4cf-4088-a774-f69156d91a4d

3. CROSSWORD “BALTIC SEA COUNTRIES”

Solve online


4. ASSEMBLE BALTIC MAP PUZZLE.

http://www.jigsawplanet.com/?rc=play&pid=3a945a20a7ca
Links to freeware webpages for tool creation

http://www.wordsearchmaker.net/
http://www.armoredpenguin.com/crossword
http://www.jigsawplanet.com
http://wordsmith.org/anagram/index.html
http://www.stepmap.com/